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Commencement...
At .Last!
by Ellen Bla ir
international level.
Commencement ceremonies
for most of the various colleges of ,. .
John Rusten Hogness, M.D. will
. Thomas Jefferson University will
address the gradua!es of the
be held on Friday, June 6 at the
medical and graduate schools.
He is the current President of the
Academy of Music. The
Association of Academic Health conferring of degrees for 123
Centers in Washington, D.C. and
students of the College of Allied
President-Emeritus of the
Health Sciences (CAHS), which
in cl u de s the Bacca la u rate
University of Washington · in
Nursing Program, will take place
Seattle, Washington . Dr.
at l 0 a. m.; 221 graduates of the
Hogness attended Haverford
Jefferson Me dical College and
College and rece ived both his
29 from the College of Graduate
B.S. and med ical degrees from
St~dies will receive their degrees
the University of Chicago. He hos
at 2:30 p .m. A joint luncheon for
been highly · active in medical
all graduates and their families
education, having held numerous
will be held in Jefferson Alumni
teaching and consultant appointHall following the morning
ments at the University of
Noshing.urn and elsewhere.
ceremony. The School of Diploma
Currently, , Dr. Hogness is
Nursing will graduate on
Chairman of the Advisory Panel
Wednesday, June 4 at the
on Cost-Effectiveness of Medical
. Benjamin Franklin Hotel.
Technology in Washington, D.C.
The" sp~aker for the College of
and is a member of the HEW
Allied Health Sciences
Council · an Health Care
graduation will be Luther
Technology.
Christman, Professo r of Nursing
Three honorary degrees wilt
and Dean of the College of
be presented at the CAHS
Nursing at Rush University. Mr.
ceremony. Recipients are Luther
Christman is considered a leader
John Goldschmidt,
Christman,
in current nursing education. A
the
first
Dean of the
M.D.,
graduate of Temple University,
College
of
Allied
Health
Sciences,
he holds a PhD degree from
and
Judge
Leon
Ligginbotham,
a
Michigan State University .
former member of the Jefferson
Among numerous other
University Boord of Trustees.
academic honors, Mr. Christman
This is the first year that the
was selected. as Outstanding
University will hol_d separate
Mole Nurse in the Nation in 1975
commencement proceedings for
by the National Association of
the College of Allied. Health
Male Nurses, and his extensive
Sciences and the Colle~es of
professional activities in the field
Medicine and Graduate Studies.
of nursing and nursing education
cont'd on page 9
hove ranged from the state to the

STUDENT
.RESEARCH

Mr. Rich (Steve Thompson) sings "I'm bored/.!' to ·his comrades

•
Talent Abounds 1n
''Celebration''
by Rich Freeman
The

Jefferson

Commons
prodoctiOn',

Oramd Cfo
Celebration (Moy 14, 15, 17, 18),

proved once again that Jefferson
students con do more than fill in
dots with a pencil. The story,
directe~ by Eric Singel, JMC '82
was o vintage 60's story in which
nature, God, and real flowers
were juxtaposed with machines,
money and plastic flowers.
The muscia l opened with
young, optimistic orp.hon (Tim
Heflmann, JMC '83) arriving in
the city to try and find someone
who could return his childhood
garden. Potemkin (Jim D'Amour,
JMC '82), the citycwide cynic who
soys he only wants to survive,
rescues orphan ~rom the corrupt
urban vamps and tramps and

becomes Orphan's mentor .
Potemkin takes Orphan to see Mr.
Ricfl (Steve
t>m~o'ff1_~Pr'MJr,•..... ,,-!nM~""~~lfl•~m~fMi••'iii~~~.
the· cold, old tycoon, to try and

him a profot/ndly Potemkin. His

convince him to give Orphan his
garden, Orphan is able to melt
Mr. Rich a bit; consequently Mr.
Rich demands that Orphan make
him feel emotion. To complicate
matters, there is a girl involved,
Angel (Ann Petit, CAH '80) who is
caught between the innocence of
Orphan and the corrup~ power of
Mr. Rich . In the end the pure
natural boy wins and the
gluttonous old man is crushed.
This was a rather depressing
story, not really a celebration at
all, yet I was entertained by the
strong acting and_ even more
impressive musical display.
D' Amour's o"'tstonding ability to

head fit nicely with Heilmonn's
cherubic Orphan. Heilmonn's five
cherubic Orphan. Heilmonn's
fine stage voice and passionate
kissing added tremedoulsy to the
show. Petit, Heilmann's kissee,
gave a first rate performance
(especially in the second act),
although her voice did not always
measure up to the other strong
voices . fn the cost. . Finally,
Thompson's Mr. Rich was superb.
The growling voice and cynical '
portrayed were quite funny, and
Thompson projected the perfect
dirty old millionaire.
cont'd on page 9

by Dave Van Wagoner

The word is in ... Dr. Menduke has
received confirmation of funding
for the five year grant to
Jefferson by the Notiondl
Institutes of Health for the
Medical Student Summer
Research Fellowship program.
This , means that twenty-four of
our students will have the
privilege of being among the first
in the notion to receive one of
these fellowships .
The .goal of the program,
according to Dr. Menduke, is to
simply expose and hopefully
interest medical stud ents in
research . It may be clinical, basic
biomedical, or behavioral, but it
will be research . · The NIH has
been concerned about the
decreasing numbers of M.D.'s
becoming involved in research
and conceived this program as
an initial stimulus. Such programs
have existed 1in the post. Fiftee n
or so years ago Jefferson had as
\many as forty summer research
students, however funding, as
always , eliminated those

There were thirty-two
applicants this year, with fiftynine prospective faculty mentors.
Of the thirty-two, twenty-four
were chosen as primary
candidates, and . eight as
alternates. Therefore, no one
was eliminated from ~he
program. Notification . of the
primary candidates began May
16, and the preliminary process
of matching candidate with
faculty menter is under way.
Each recipient of the summer
fellowship· will receive a $420 per
month stipend and a $250 per
month allotment for supplies. Dr.
Menduke e .x plained the
importance of the latter in
making less funded but equally
talented investigators avai lable
as mentors for good projects. The
program will lost ten weeks,
beginning at the end of the
academ ic year.
Congratul ations to the
re c ip ients of this year 's
fellowships,
and for those
interested in the future, watch for
further information.

Old Market Fair

Fairs Well

by Joan M. Greco
Friday, May 9th - Does the
the "Moonshiners," a sing-along
dote mean anything to you? For
group with a Blue Grass sound.
some it meant the culmination of
As in most fairs, there were
many months of preparation,
plenty of booths selling their
dressing in costumes, and
wares to passers-by. There was a
spending time in a booth selling
Gourmet Booth selling packaged
whatever goods they could. Moy
foods , some very good cook9th was the date of . the 16th
books, herbs, spices and teas. A
Annual Old Market Fair - all
few booths were marketing
proceeds of which went to benefit
books, "almost antiques,"
the Thomas Jefferson University .
jewelry, kitchen utensils, in
Hospital. The fair was sponsored
addition to odds and ends. Also
by the Women's Board of TJU
at the fair, there was an art booth
and was held on Scott Plaza: rain
that hod oodles of small to large
or shine. The doy didn't yield.any
drawings and paintings in pencil,
rain, but the women had their
water color a·nd oil. It was an
shore of wind. The mood was
interesting booth which seemed
festive , with the members of the
to be prospering. Next to the art
Women's Boord dressed in
display was the table with its
colonial attire. There were toll
Baskets of. Cheer, sponsored by
clowns and small clowns (and
· the College of All ied. Health
those of us who just acted like
Sciences. The winners of these
clowns). This festive atmosphere
baskets were drown at the dose
was fostered by the Ferko String
of the fair (and everyone_
Band, who played some good
followed them home) . Along with
easy - listening Jazz music, and
the Baskets of Cheer, there were

some BIG prizes that hod been
drawn. A list of these includes:
- 1980 Ford Fairmont-Silver, with
airconditioning and well
equipped
which is also
redeemable
Donated by
·Pacifico Ford - Philadelphia .
- An evening with the Phillies providing 19 seats in a Lounge
Super Box; courtesy of th~
Christian Schmidt Brewery.
- Crystal and Silver Serving. Dish courtesy of Frank S. Schwarz &
Son.
- Personal size block and whtte

T.V.
- Portable electronic
calculator.

printing

- An original oil painting donated ·
by Jomes P. Cavanaugh.
- A $100 cash prize as well os 8$25 cash prizes.
.
cont'd on page 3 .
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What is happening with ('('The Geriatric Program?"
Some ·of the pr~blems which a-

By Lenny Nasca

ment,

all

further

centered to one .office. Out of this
unrest and ogoi~st overwhelming

Association (AMSA) members, the
main thrust being made by Dove

criticized and/or graded for his

odds, Dr. Bob rove formulated the

Gastfriend, em phosized that the

always required. A rumor spread

followed in the revised Geriatric

majority of patients i n the field of
medicine will be the elderly and
that it would behoove a medical

to the effect that this was just

Program . These measures came
about only through his active

It started with an idea and convulsed into turmoil. Several
American Medica l Stu,dent

student

to

have ·a

experience

with

personal

on

elderly

individual,· other than grommo.
In presenting the idea to the
medic~I s'tudents d~ring the
Medicine and Society Small
Group Program, Paul J. F.ink,

action,

ideas, and information could be

or that a paper was

practical

another program to be used as a
means of obtaining funds from
either federal , state, or local

measures

to

be

(Class of '83) representatives :
Boris K·araman , Sam Markind ,

Bobrove, PL.D., Clinical Associate

Beverly Niehls, Susan Thornsley,

M.D., Professor and Chairman of

Professor of Psychology in the

and Dove Vossler.

' the Department of Psychiatry and
. Human Behavior, recognized

Department of Psychiatry . In
add ition, many of · the students
emphasizing

progam?

a

program, never signed up for it
at any of the community centers,

salaried

and would not accept o stranger

charge

Who

would

take

of

its

handling,

volunteer

or

a

individual?

Unstable,

The

Geriatic Program began this year
with some sixty-first year medical
students signing
up
during
orientation. These students were
then

assigned

elders

at

the

beginning of their curriculum.
But, this proved to be _ t he
beginning

of

a

series

unexpected problems.

of

The following is a list of input
from the representatives:
l . Students will be encouraged to
meet with their elders once
month, or more if possible, in
order to establish a good
rapport and simultaneously
learn basic interviewing skills.
2. The emphasis of keeping a log
is only for the use o-f evaluating
problems that the student may
be experiencing (not to
evaluate the student).
3. If the program is to be incor·

by their elders
that

they

(the

elders) knew nothing about the

con:iing into their homes. Above
all other problems was the lack of
st ructure. 1 Who was in charge?
Who can I contact? How do I go
. about it?
Thus, in the beginning there
was

rampant

turmoil.

together."

With

this

appoint-

FOR _A REALLY GOOD DEAL
- but best of all -

BETI'ER SERVICE!

·vou'll be amazkd at all
the opportunities and
advantages the Anny
.offers men and women ·
with BSN degr~s:
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits·, inciuding a lib ..
eral vacation policy.
.
:,
• Real opportunity for advancement and · professiOnat
growth-every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to famili~rize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for sp~ialized roles, teaching
o~ additional education.
· · ',
.
"
See if you qualify.

As with moriy stor.ies, there also is
bad news. Eleven members of the
class did not initially match with a
Hospital .
program. This possibility is dreaded
This list of ·residency programs is
by all students involved in the match,
sufficiently luminous to ·pique the
but it need not be fatal. On the day .
imagination o{ medical students and
that assignments were announced,
start them fantasizing about the
a listing of programs with spots
medical ·equiv.a lent of having
remaining was published. Phones
their names in lights. Besides the ·
were provided for the unmatched
students to make inquires, and at
prestige of these programs
present everyone is placed in o
(Lancaster General has one of
residency program.
.
the finest family med programs
Dr. Macko.wick cited the d isparity
anywhere; the other names
between the number of programs
require no elaboration), they
applied to by those who did not .
share one other factor; each has
match (on ave~age of fewer than
accepted a member of
five) and those who did (an average
Jefferson's class ·of 1980.
of greater than ten) as the principle
Direetor, of Student Affairs Dr,.
difference between the two groups.
Robert Mackowiak, whose . office
Greater competition fo r programs
coordinated the National Residency
on the West Coast ~as also noted as.
Matching Program at Jefferson, was .
a factor in placement. Dr. Frank
very enthusiastic about the results of
Gray,
Jr.,
Chairman · of
the
this year's match . "They.(the seniors)
Department of Medicine, supported
did fantast ically. Orte hundred and
Dr: Mackowiak's contention that the
three of two hundred and five
number of programs applied to was
participating students receLved their, ,
sig~ ifJ cgnt fact.or in. the matc;h. He
a
first choices. I was thrilled .''. . ,
·
advised .<;1pplicants for internal
.· While he would not spec~fbte ory
medicine resid~ncies to list at least
the degree to which student selfselection contributed to this hig n twelve choices .
percentage of matched first choices,
The placeme~t of Jefferson's doss
Dr. Mackowiak be lieved that the of 1980, listed by specialty (the
number of students who d id not nationa l placement percentage for
receive their f i rst choices indicated that
sp·ec i alty appear s in
that self-selection was not a ma jor parentheses ).
factor in Jefferson' s success.
Flex ib le-8.7% (8% ); Family Med-

Call collect to

301-677-4891

The Army Nurse Corps.
r -- ----~- - -------- --~ -----~---- - ------ - --- -

: For more information, write: .
1 The Army Nurse Corps.
: Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
t Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
I
: Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
: Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

A

that assignments w ill be given to
those

students

requesting

participation in the prog ram by
arrangements made through the
coordinators at the South Philadelphia Community Center, ,The
Senior Wheels East Miltipurpose
Center, and · The Washington
Square West Community Service
Corporation .

The

elders

will

already have been informed by
the agency as to who will be their
companion for the duration of
the two years of basic sciences. To
clarify, the Class of '83 will have
time to complete only one full
year beg inning with th~ir elder
next

Fall.

Hopefully,

the

problems have been ironed out.
It is now up to medical students to
accept the challenge
experience Gerontology.

and

16.8% (14%); Internal Med ~33.2%
(36%); Surgery-19.2% (14%);
Pediatrics-4.8% (9%); Ob/Gyn 8.7% (6%); Anesthesiology-1.4%
(2%) ; Orthopoedi~s-1 % (2%);
Pathology-1.4% (2.%); _Psycl:'iiatry3.4% (3%); Rehab Med.-0 .5%
(0.2%); Diagnostic Rodiology~ l .9%
(2.2%); Ophthafmology-0.5%(no ~
info.)
- '' ·
The popularity of inte r nal
medicine as residency choice was
explained by one student as a
choice
which
preserves
many
options. Cardiology, Hematology,
and other medical subspecialties
are potential routes one can follow
after on internal med residency, but
primary care in the form of an
internal med or family med p;~ctice
also remains a possibility.
The paucity of Jefferson students
choosing pediatrics relative to the
notional average did not · go
unnoticed by that department. Dr.
Hervada, Associate Professor- of
Pediatrics, declined to · offer a
reason for this, ~toting that it would
b~ speculative at this time. However,
he.did acknowledge his concern and
indicated th~t the situation would be
exam ined .
Ophthalmology was a ·more
popula r choice than the statistics
indicate, because most of the
cont'd on page 7
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CASH WITHOUT COLLATERAL

• Up to S2500'for the Senior

I
I

·•

Up to $5000 for the resident
:Other Rnancial Services Available

-

i
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I
I
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:
1

:

I~ -

pt._~

. : City, State. ZIP _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
: Phone

f~ture , stress will be on b clear

description of the prog ram and

Match Day, 1980

By Peter Waldron
John
Hopkins,
Massachusetts
General, Mayo Clinic, Cornell
Medical Center, Lancaster General

· BETTER VARIEM BETTER PRICES

presented early in the first year
to all medical students.
7 . Student input is essential for
the succes~ of the program and
this needs to be ongoing .
Dr . Bob rove stated that in the

Jeff Does Well:

The

Kl'-0922-or L07-35"7•

I

how to present themselves
effectively in · an interview
situation, and to learn how to
counter problems which may
arise within . the encounter.
Emphasis is placed on practical
skills.
6. An explanation of what the
program is, who can ,Pecome
involved in it and how to
proceed · with it will be

program fell into the hands of Dr.
- Bobrove who was to "get it

:·C81r11A·1 · UNIFORMS·1:1.3 .7 Chetttnut Street

•

fund s to do little research
programs at the expense c;if
medical
student activities .
Funding is being sought in
orde r to help pay for staff
members assigned to the
pr9gram (The program is not a
pharmaceutical project).
5. Seminars have been and will
be conducted to show students

sessions. In addition, meetings
were scheduled with the first year

Geriotics Services, Philip Hillel

endeavor for the dudent~ Bu~
how does one begin such a

at present an elective.
4. Emphasize that the program is
not for the purpose of sol iciting

during the M and S Small Group

groundless assumption according
to the current Coordinator of the

that it would be a worthwhile

a month). The program is

partic i pation in answering
questions
presented to him

sources for this exclusivEl purpose
of financing more projects, a

were rejected

portated within the curriculum ,
as a requirement there would
have to be some sacrifice made
from an already existing one
(e.g ., dropping one M and S
lecture afternoon per month
allowing students sometime to
meet with their elders once

complaints,

rose included the idea that
involvement in the program
meant that the student would be

~

~

L_ - - - - - _ --~ ______ - - - ______ _ ____ _ ___ -~A~~, ~~R~~ ~

:

·:
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Senior yea r- at Jefferson
Medical College ha·s tradition-

believes . that his practice of
medicine is in the best interest of
the patient, it is usually in the best
interest of the student not to

ally been a tim e, of relaxing
learning . It is a time., when grades

argue with the attending. Such
argui_n g usually makes enemies

By Henry Doelen

ore

no

longer

important

so

. and often results in lower grades.

studying is no longer pr~ssured.
The senior, although by no mean·s

And often, the practicing
physician's decision is correct

knowledgable of everything,
knows enough to easily learn
mot e. And since he is not yet a ,
doctor, the senior does not have
the ultimate responsibility for the

because it Ls dicated by
exper i ence not found i n
textbooks and a rticles.
In keeping with the spirit of
"the attending is always right,

lives of the patients he sees . Thus,
it would seem that senior year is a

"t~e -poor med ical stu ~ent must

nice, easy year.

pride. During a surgical proceed- .

. "So," the less educated and
still struggling freshman might
ask, "how is it possible to reach

ure, the student holding t he
ret ractors i:; responsible for t he
retractor is responsible for most

this Nirvana of medical
education?" "Well;'' say I, the

things going wrong . (The i nte ~n is ,
responsible for the remainder .)
Also,

andyoumayfindout. Andifyou

internal

future

practitione rs

medical practice, and only study

even the most trivial facts may be

, exams. However, ser:iior year is
actu_ally a year of difficult
decision.
The first decision is that of
'medical specialty. This is usually
made during junior year and is
often a process of elimination .

ranks , the institutions where he
wants to be a resident and the
institutions that will accept ' him ,)
The excitement reaches its height
in mid March when on "March

The decision is important because

Day" all of the senior students in

one must be satisfied for life with ,

the United States learn where
their residencies shall be.

their specialty, The next decision
involves the location of · post-

begins

After reading this article, one
might ask, what kept the author
in medical school. The answer is
simply, loans. In about the, thirty
or so times I've thought about
quitting, I didn't because it would
have 15een too difficult to repay
the educational loans. It always

useful (especially if the resident
asks on rounds). Fortunately at
Jefferson , the most useful facts ·
seem to be taught at least six

.••:
.

the time these facts are learned,
they are no longer tested.

booth.
' This fa ir differed from most

,Junior year is often considered

fairs that I have attended i,n that
other than Io ca I ( T:J U)

replaced the X with A & ~ P.
However, any sophomore can tell

the

most difficult

of

medical

them that life doesn't get easier
until after Micro and Pharmy.
And various . juniors may have

school. The jun ior stu~ent must
often give up his evenings for
night call. He must try to study

found Surgery or Medicine to be
even more d ifficult . And even

when there · is no t i)ne for
studying . And at the end of every

after medical school, there is still

block, there are final~ that must

1

be contended with.

But then,

junior year con be the most
maturi'ng . One becomes- involved

A practicing phy~icia n at an
.- a f filiated hospitai once tpld an
intern, "The attending is always

with every aspect of 1 human
experience, from _birth to death.
There is the sha.red happiness of

right." It's always nice t~ be well
read, keeping up with ,the latest
journal articles, but when an

the birth of a child or the cure of a
disease as well as the sorrow of
seeing a family aeal with an

in~apaoitating

to

be

a

fruitful

endeavor.

personalities attended . Some of
these were : WIP's Ken Garland,

$3.00/yr (6 issues)

Address

. . . .. . . ..-. . . . . . . . .

·•

. -• • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• , 1, •••••

attended . the Old Market Fair,
much work went into organizing, . :
· preparing and putting on this ·:
event to make it one of the best
ever. Although a financial report
could not be secured, the fair
appeared

.

Have ARIEL sent to you!
New Subscription Service

Name .. ... ... .. ..._. . .. .. . .

name a few, as well as the fair's
own o rgan- grinder - Joe Bush.
As one can easily surmise from
read ing this article or having

a~d hot dogs. The children, and

loans and then finally repay them
when I became a doctor. The
repayment
time
is rap idly
approaching . I'm proud that I'll
be able to repay them as a
"' doctor .

and the Eagles Ron Jaworski, to

1

' As witK many fairs, this one had a
myriad of foods, many of wh ich
' were sold out by mid-afternoon .
The favorite~ were the ·funnel
cakes, tacos, Chinese egg rolls ,

seer:ned easie~ to continue with
my education, take out more

...........................................
:

cont'd from page 1

they still call it Str:ucture and
Function?) are over . They

firmly

panic"

Fair News

times during the course of
medical education . However, by

physician

"pre-internship

Of course, senior year ends in
graduation . I haven't graduated
yet so I don't know what that is
like . I would think that it would be .
a time of celebration, yet it seems
that in past years, there · were
some new doctors who had a
feeling of let-down foilowing
graduation.

anticipation of the match is over, '
one might th ink that senior y~ar
would finally be relaxed . Maybe
even . "senioritis" may set in

Much of the early part of

to be much easier forever now , .
th~t Anatomy and Physiology (Do

attending

'

After all of the wor; y and

When

many adults as well : seemed to
be enjoying the lemon twists (a
lemon with a straw of a candy
stick plopped into it) which were
sold by the home-baked goods

downhill. There is always more to
learn and improve. 1

the

ultimately important for. his own ,

it will be all downhill from there."

is · nev~r

run

l'l_Ot the case -at all. Actually the

a

that material. Unfortunately, it
seems that the only good rule is
"everything is i mportant" since

Medicine

that

viewing .

while · on

be useful!.
First of q!I, never believe
· someo·n e when they say, " After X,

internship.

blood gas and an EKG. '. '

physicians

making all the senior students
allergic to open books. But this is

and sophomore year, the omo_unt
of material to be learned seems -

(The X may be replaced with any
Jefferi on · c~urse.) There are
· _probably 100 fres~men rig.ht now
· who believe that t heir life is going

-the

selecting· a hospital for residency,

o~cumulated after four hard
years of medical school. Some

views.

m·ake the P[ Octice of medicine
easy. "When in dbubt, get a ·

{'fter all the interviews are
finished, the match forms are sent
in and the senior waits for a
computer to decide what will
become of him. (The Match is the
method by which residency
positions ore filled . The student

year of little responsibility and no
pressure. It would seem that life
should be easy in a year where,
outside of the notional .boards
part II, there are few, if any, '

t f aining,

be a doctor. Thus a period 'of
intense study. commences as the
senior looks for rules that will '

residency as much· as they are
interviewing him.

df senior year, that nice, easy

graduate

when the almost doctor realizes
. that he does not know enough to

important for the studen.t to ··
. re\.nember that he is interviewing

import ant factors become such
things as locatiQn, reputation of
the I nstitution , and the
impressions obta ined while inter-

remember ' that

same

of

of

sur gical rotation , "If yo_u can't cut
it, you can 't cure it " and "When in
doubt, cut it out!"
Sometimes durir:ig freshmen

have . the

skills

medic i ne. should

other seniors may hove shored
. overwhelming ~nd one hos to
the some experiences and might _ ~ make a decision as to what will be

I

1

some space in the newspaper
was used for print."
This piece of prose will deal
~ith some of one senior's w isdom,

Hopeful!~, some of my advice will

for residendes. It is to the
advantage of the senior to
interview in as many places as
possible at least five, It is

the

care of patients.
So now we reach the Nirvana

don't learn anything new, at lea st

even

senior year is spent interviewing

learns

bility by bei_ng involved in the

learn to sometimes swal low his

writer of th is article, " rea'd ·on

a

physicians such as sewing skin,
drawing blood, starting IV's,
writing prescriptions, and
delivering babies . And finally,
ther is the learn·ing df responsi-

junior

Senior Tells ·All
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NEW ARIEL ST AF.F NAMED
of the class of 1983, were elected

Lehigh Un.iversity has a great
d eal of newspaper exper_ience . ·

bv former co-editors Dave Reich
and Madalyn Schaefgen.

She has reported news for
Lehigh's Browl1' and White, the

1

members, compose d of students ·

MONDAY, JUNE 2 ·

By Aaron Bleznak
The reins of Jefferson' s student

newspap~r

J.A.H.

passed into new
hand s. this post month when Ariel
named its editorial board for
1980 - 81 . The new board

Co-editors-in-chief
Feldman

and

are

News Bureau, and the Times
Chronicle. She hos also served as
editor and publisher of the Camp

Ellen

Nas~a .

Len

Feldman, a Biology major from

Timbertops Log.
Nasca graduated

,Reflections Frotn the Starting Gate
infrequently as to render the

By Larry _Blinn
As

my

first

year - at

· chO ices as folly . But un!ike the _
spare change we place on the
t horoughbreds, ' every w_si nto n ·

Jeff

becomes history it is appar~nt to
me that attending med icb l school
can be likened to going to the
racetr~ck. With a finite amount

wager of ou r potential is irretreivable.

of time in hand and a seemingly

that scientific achievement has

infinite amount of knowledge at

alluded to the revision of a pro-

the starting gate we somehow

found adage to"''I nevrotro~smit,
therefore I om." I only hope that
the laughter which followed this

A recent fecturer suggested_

place our bets and ~ith finger~
crossed await the finish . Too
. often I fear we lose persp~ctive of
the race and are inclined to
declare our picks winners with
race just begun. Furthermore we
fail to comprehend both the odds
atld the nature of the payoff and
end

up

squa' ndering

as

a

contemporaries. Thus, it is our
calling

to

understand

population of neurotransmi_tter

patients' joy and reservations,

releasers-and as such dism iss the

with the knowledge that such
informstion
will
sustain
us
·throughout - our careers.
By

importance

of

the

individual

circuits that allow those special
nuances to result in a sense ' of
1
''me . "
J-

learning

of

human

develop-

mental pqtterns (both physic:;al
will

an · empathetic

is Dave Van Wagoner, a gradu-

relolionship with tfie patient, and

types of presentations; 1) factu·al

thus secure his compliance and

ate of Eastern College. The
Chemistry-English
Lit
double

ens'u re

subjectJve accounts of life. It is
clear that our priorities lie in the

inferential

and

former, but is this proper wager?
The

answer

lies

in

the

consideration of the payoff and ·
the location of the finish line . As
"the class of '83," the race ends

Secure, quiet, c•e~n, efficiency, studios,
one a.n d two bedroom apartmenj s to s1;1it
your needs.

a

much

task

to , "understand"

psyche.

But,

the

both his high school paper and

rewards eroded by the frailty of
memory to a · point where the

min~ almost by ·definition limits
the ~tellectual capacity of man ,.
but the elusiveness of its study
provides us: security. Because we
can only evaluate the composite

payoff

becomes

atmost

meaningless. It is not that the .

Voltaire wrote, "History never '
1
r.epeats itself; man always does, ,,and here lies the rub. Evolution,
be it biological or ·scientific,
implies some fo rward direction,

investrrient.

of the comple.x circuitry w~ call
personality, the behavior and the
int rospective . processes of a
patient help us keep sight of the ,
forest through the trees. In short,
the pain that a patient perceives
remains -:-as truth, e·ven as

and a ~ such both speci.es and
theories ore fated to extincti?n.
We must .then choose on how to

Ochum's razor lies dull ofter itst

pr.oportion our time a ri d effort on

diagnosis.

longevj ty is especially fragile and
the epidemic,s of a few years past
soon become the infrequent and
isolated medical curiosities-. But in
contradistinction, we find that
I

1

'

man rema ins driven by the same
basic impulses and insecuri,ties for

206 South 13th Street

735-8406-

and race's end .m ore rem~te. As
future physicians we sh ould

Now the odds become ~leare r

outlast

many

theories

.but

hopefully keep our patients as

application

toward ~

physical

Assuming the positibn of sports
editor is Paul Mansfield . A
chemical engineering major from .
Drexel University, he is an avid
participant in intramural sports at
Jefferson and oho serves a~ a
stu.dent council rep.r esentative.
~o~t' d on page l 0

Jeffersonians
'
Receive Awards
/

L·ast month, Alpha Omega
Alpha elected students from the
Cla ss of 1981 to membership in
-the medical honor society. The

One must also consider that

following Jefferson ~tu dents were

passing both medical school and

elected to membership in Alpha
Omega Alpha :

.the

National

prerequisite

for

Boards
a

is

a

~areer

in

Donald l. Emery

medicine. Th is requires a certa in

Brad Feldstein
· ""Steven Frei.
Randall M .' Fulcheiro

amount of cap ricious betting that_
should be minimized. Multiple

David M . Gingrich
M ichael J. Korman
Scott H. Korn
· Eric W . Logenbach

choice exams scored by
computers hav~ the tendency to
evoke preparation via
memorization . and limit foresight

Michael P. O;Leary

and associative thinking to an

John S. Rado ~ sky
Michael S. Remetz
John F. Schilling
John M . Skibber /
c 'r aig L. Stabler

cont'd on page 8

Le ] a rd in, Ltd.
SA[AD

no~

was

the Auburn Citizen Advertiser.

like

term

Although · he

man's

Attempting· to understand the

long

returns to jou r nc:ilism ofter several

mind's

imminent

their

as long as the record continues.

"We look forward to your call."

Science major at Haverford
College, he hos written sports for

think, . find

the both . One finds t ~at scientific

Chan·c ellor
Apartments ·

I knowingly oversimplify the

Those who wager as a class will, I

means don't correlate with the

'

involved in · newspaper work
during his years as 6 Political

_ incomparable complexi t y is
precisely its ·unique value, much

have

Editorial editor Sam Markind
years.

physicians,

we

journalism_ while reporting . news
for the Eastern Spotlight.

formidable limitation to many
long term benefits.
· dilemma : · For one, it is no easy

longer wait in tl fe grandstand.

major d~vel~ped an interest in

the pace of scientific inquiry, both
of which ' combine as a

at graduation and the p.osts a ·r e
the exams by w~ich we are
evaluated. But as futUre' .

ends, but that the ends a re futile.

VERY GOOD SECURITY
'EXCEPTIONALLY.WELL MAINTAINED
BUILDINGS
OWNER MANAGED
NO PETS ALLOWED
PLAN NOW FOR YOUR SEPTEMBER
, OCCUPANCY

College Reporter. He hos also ,
contributed articles to Lancaster' s

receptiveness toward two basic

lect~re . It was in fact, a bum tip.

(Jefferson Vicinity)

previously worked a s

.Times Chronicle.
Features edi-tor for 1980-81

trust. The -losti~g value of the

STUDENT
HOUSING

·

has

sports editor and a sport~ and
feature _ writer for F· ond M 's

and psychological), we hopefully

scientific dogm~ we learn--1.o day
is much more tenuous. It is a
function of human memory and

Q~ALITY-

· He

A reflection of our educatory
values is class attendance and

retrospective,

wager only our - personal time,
should
we
not decide as

Bleznak, an English major from
Franklin~ and Marshall College .

our

scie~tific indorctrination and 2)

--for I think, whereas neurontrans-

potential ,on longshots that pay so

It is too easy - to
Qurse l ves

newsstaff .
. Serving o_s news editor i ~ Aaron

statement remains in th ~ hearts
of all students attending the

" mission patterns . may only help
define the species. And since we

our

individuals?
consider

from

Gannon College ~s a BiologyChemistry double major. He was
a member of the 19-79-80 Ariel

Mark A . Stoffaroni
1

John E. Wagner

. Leon P. Wugofski
Andrej J. Z~ja c

In

addition,

Jefferson

hos

recently · cited the outstanding
service of two· of its own

Salad- All You Can Eat u.$2.95

physiCians :

/
J

. Distinguished Faculty Aw a rd

GOURMET DESSERTS
PRIVATE PARTIES A .CG'"E
" PTED

· 116 Sou~h -1~th St., Philadelphia /925-4608 .

Dr . Frank D. Gray, Jr.
Magee Pro.fessor of Med icine & .
Chairman of th e Depart ment
Outsta nd ing Resid ent Award
Dr. G~ n o M erli
Interna l M ed icine

)
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Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
·are many aspects of the
Army that you might find
very attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL, ON US

f\rmy Nursing offers educational opportumt1es that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate
degree programs at civilian universities.

'·

ional $70 a month (sergeant's pay) as an Army
Reservist.
When you graduate,
you'll be commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant, but not
necessarily assigned to active duty. Find out about it. ·

ABONUS FOR PART·TIME WORK

You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlistYou read it right.
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to
The Army's Health Professions Scholar$2,000 in educational benefits.
·
ship Program provides necessary tuition
You
also
get
paid
for
your
Reserve
duty.
books, lab fees, even microscope rental durADVANCED NURSING COURSE,
jng medical school.
·
Itc.
o
mesouttoabout
$1,000a
year
for
about
16
TUITION-FREE ·
hours
a
month
and
two
weeks
annual
training.
. flus a tax:-free monthly stipend that
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
··-ori~!-nllW!'W!'!"trnve a specia program to
:w_orks oµt,to about $6,450 a year. (Aftei:
You can also· take Nurse Practifroner
help
you fit the Army Reserve around your
.July 1, 1980, it'll be even more.)
courses and courses in many clinical specialschool
schedule. It's worth a look.
·
After you're accepted into medical
ties. All on the Army.
school, you can be accepted into our program ..
While tn~se .programs do not cost you ·
ASECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Then you're commissioned and you go
any money, most of them do incur an addiSome may fii:id college to be the right
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the tional service obligation.
place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons.
Army Reserve.
The
Army
can help them, too.
ACHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
The hitch? Very simple. After your resiin the Army can help them
A
few
years
If you're about to get your law de~ree
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor
get
money
for
tuition
and the maturity to use it
and
be
admitted
to
the
bar,
you
should
confor every year the Army gave you as a med
wisely.
·
Judge
Advocate
sider
a
commission
in
the
student, and under some conditions, with a
The Army has a program in which money
General Corps . Because in the 'Army you get .
minimum scholarship obligation being two
saved
for college is matched two-for-one by the
to practice law right from the start.
' years' service.
government.
Then, if one qualifies, a generous
While your classmates are still doing
bonus is added to that.
INTERNSHIP, RESIDENCY
other lawyers' research and other lawyers'
So 2 years of service can get you up to
briefs, you could have your own cases, your
& CASH BONUSES
$7,400
for college, 3 years up to $12,100, and 4
own clients, in effect, your own practice.
Besides scholarships to medical school,
years
up
to $14,100. In addition, bonuses up to
Plus yqu'll have the pay, prestige and
the Army also offers AMA-approved first$3,000
are
available for 4-year enlistments in
privileges of being an Officer in the United
year post-graduate and residency training
selected
skills.
States Army. With a chance to travel and
programs.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
Such training adds no further obligation make the most of what you've worked so
andtheArmycansendanindividualbacktocolhard
to
become.
A
real,
practicing
lawyer.
to the student in the scholarship program.
lege a richer person in more ways than one.
Be an Army Lawyer.
·
But any Civilian Graduate Medical EducaWehopetheseArmyopportunitieshaveintion sponsored by the Army gives you a oneROTC
SCHOLARSHIPS
trigued you as well as surprised you. Because
year obligation for every year of sponsorship.
Though you're too late for a 4-year
there is indeed a lot theArmycanoffera bright
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
person like you.
year you're paying back medical school or
scholarships available.
For more information, send the coupon.
post-graduate training,
_
They include tuition, books,
So you not only get your medical educa- and lab fees. Plus $100 a month
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you're
living allowance. Naturally
Medicine, D (AN) the Army Nurse Corps, D (AL) Army Law,
paying it back. .
they're very competitive. Because
D (FR) ROTC S ~ holarships, D (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses,
Not a bad deal.
besides helping you towards your
Army Educational Benefits.
an ROTC scholarship
AGREAT PLACE TO BE ANURSE degree,
helps you towards the gold bars
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is
of an Army Officer.
.
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism ..
Stop by the ROTC office on
And it's a challenge to live up to.
.
. campus and ask about details.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome
:::RESS
STATE
ZIP
of professionalism, regarded as a critical
UP TO 1170 AMONTH
·You can combine service in
member of the Army Medical Team.
SCHOOLATIENDING
n.nn>F HIRTH
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical the Army Reserve or National
Send
to:
BRIGHT
OPPORTUNITI-ES,
P.O.
BOX
1776
Guard with Army ROTC and
spectrum is almost impossible to match
MT.
VERNON,N.Y.10550
get up to $6,500 while you're still
in civilian practice.
in school. '
And, since you'll be an Army Officer,
It's called the Simultaneous
you'll enjoy more respect and authority than
Membership Program. You get
most of your civilian counterparts. You'll
$100 a month as an Advanced
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay
Army ROTC Cadet and an addiand officer's privileges.
1
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Ideas In Medicine

.Being at Home with Death
Editors note - Mrs. Keyser ,
whose son died of leuk emia at
th e age of two , spoke a t a
freshman . Medicine & Socie ty
se ssion a bout th e. roles of pare nts
a nd d octors d urin g a child's
te rmina l illne ss. Tliis article , a
condensatio n of her sp oken
comments, o riginally appeare d
in th~ Ma rc h, 1977 issu e o f The

Towards an
Understanding
-of the Elderly
In a n effort to acqua int medical students with the needs and
li festyl e s of the elderly, a Gerontology elective was presented in
September to the fr eshman class. The program paired each interested
student with an ambulatory elderly person for the purpose of
establishing a friendly relationship during the preclinical years.
Initially, the first year students ·greeted the concept with great alacrity;
hj)wever, the program hos met with little success over the course of the
year as it has succumbed to the vicissitudes of Murphy's Law whatever could go wrong, did .
Many students received the impression that participation in the
project entailed completing several required assignments, and a
reading of the project's outline in the Medicine & Society handbook
supports this impression . In addition, quite a few students were unable
to make contact with their assigned "elders" for a variety of reasons
such as: fear on the port of the elder of having a stronger come to
his/ her home; the elder - believing that the student is a doct~r claiming he/she has no need of medical core; the elder being simply
too busy. And, to further complicate matters, the faculty responsible
for th.e program were not readily accessible to the students .
In on attempt to revive the program, a student committee was
formed to determine what problems the program was facing (see
Lenny Nosco's article, p. 2). The committee hopes that by working to
remedy the difficulties encountered by students this year, the program
con be successfully presented to and experienced by next year's class.
Hopefully, this will be the case, for it is a generally-accepted fact that
·there is currently little understanding between elderly people and the
rest of our society. The nuclear family has no place for this " older
generation," yet the elderly population is growing rapidly.
Furthermore, there is on all-too-common tendency to associate the
term "old age" with visions of infirm people. In fact, though, most
elderly folk ore rather active people and , as a gfoup , senior citizens
ore politically strong and ve.ry well-organized. In the medical
profession, there is a great lock of understanding on the part of health
care providers as to the needs of the elderly, a problem which is
particularly bad because elderly people must deal with the health
care system frequently . It is hoped that the Gerontology elective will
be successful next year and so provide the -future physician with a first
step toward understanding the needs and aspirations of elderly
people. This should serve to make the deliv.e ry of health core a more
satisfying experience for both the older patient and' the physician.

by Sam Markind

CREATIVE TEST TAKING
Psy~hologists

hove a term -

Fixed Action Patterns -

to describe a

Jou rnal of Pediatrics.
By Marty Keyser

Many Peop le end their lives in
hospitals. Sammy completed his
two year life at home. I cried and
worried and bitched (I also
laughed and hoped and joked)
during the year that I knew Sam
would never grow into Sam my
man: but I celebrate the joy and
meaning of his death . I had
learned to handle the constant
crises of leukemia but I was
afraid of his dying until it came .
While Somm~ was struggling
to live, I appreciated the clinical
. confines of the hospital. When
Sammy was strugg ling to die, we
wanted to be close to him. At the
hospital Sammy could not have
nestled between his Dada and
me on a double bed with down
comforters. We could not have
prevented constant interruptions
as easily as w.e took the phone
off the hook. I could not have
given him lip-smackinQ squirts of
coffee with extra milk and extra
sugar. Dave could not have held
him for the final hours in o.ur
dear, old easy chair. At home no
one intruded as we gave him
back to God.
Voriety is also the spice of
death. Th-ere are more
possibilites for happy moments at
home. When Sammy hod fever
and pain at night, I walked
outd?ors with him. Li~e any
efficient nurse I was concerned
with reducing his fever to prevent
a sei~ure, but Sammy saw the
moon. We stopped and ' gazed
into the universe.

species' stereotyped response to a certain stimulus. Jefferson, too, .
Joy is possible and very
displays a fixed action pattern: when confronted with the need to
special. Even when Sam had
extract information from students, you can .count on the faculty or .begun bleeding into his urine, he
administration to trot out these tedious, aggravating computer optical
sang , clapped and demanded
scan sheets. Whether it be for a test, a survey, or some sort of
more and bumpier tractor rides.
question nai re, the experience is sure to be a monotonous exercise of
We gave him tractor rides unt il
fill -in-the dots . Granted, it is overly qu ixotic to imagine the school will
we ran out of gas. Then we
do away with them, but Is it unreasonab le to ask for a little spice?
filled up the tank and gave him
Perhaps, instead of filling in th~se blasted dots with a No. 2 penci l,
more tractor rides until the fan
we can use· crayons. Red will be A, yellow B, blue C, etc. Or, how ' bout
belt broke. We took him to the
this? The answers are arranged in such a wuy that the dots, if properly
hardware store, which had all of
placed , form a picture. Extra credit is awarded if the examinee
his favor ite toys: real tools and a
correctly identifies the design. Clearly, the more questions answered
selection of fan belts . We fixed
correctly, the better the chances of correctly identifying the mystery
the tractor and rode on past the
figure. Now that's certainly on incentive to study if ever there was one .
sunset.
Here's another idea. The current multiple-choice system forces a .
Food at the hospital inevitably
committment to one and only one possible response, it's either black or
wme when Som had finally
white. Yet this is farcical for real life is a matter of shades of gray. So · fallen asleep or had just vomited.
why not allow the option to handicap responses? For example, if the
Occasionally Sam was
stuqent is sure A is right, put a"!". If it's a tossup between Band C, but
expectantly pounding with his
the student is leaning more towards B, put B-75%, C-25%. Create your
spoon for a tray that never came.
own ideas. There is no reason to be bored during t~sts; classes do a
At home ·· we seized likely
moments to tempt him with a crisp
_ g~o~ e~OUiJ hJo':_ o!._ th~t .
piece of celery, 11 pieces of
·watermelon, or o spoonful of
To all who participated in the production of
butter. Grief is eased by action.
"Celebration" my sincerest feelings of appreciation go out
At home there ore more ways to
to you. Wow! What a ploy - the acting, pandng, music,
please each other.
We found comfort for
costumes all built to a superb finish.
ourselves at home. We started
Congratulations on a job well done.
t each day with freshly ground
Martin Getzow t coffee and an available

Ariel, Business Manager
\

bathroom . I so ng wh e n I liked . I
To deal with death at home
rumm aged aro und my stac ks of
you need both medical support
and help with the business of
books fo r a Naboko v or a
·mystery: something to speak to
living . I'm independent. I hate
my mood or let me esca pe it·. I
help, but I needed it. It takes
ret reated to my ha mmock and let
more than one person for the
th e wind hold me and whisper to
constant care and comfort of a
me. At night we both dissolved
dying child . Dave stopped going
in to a full hot ba th.
to work and shared Sam's death .
Ou r fa mily sche dule was
This still left cooking ,
housekeeping, and babysittin-g .
regulated by need s, not visit ing
We si mpl ified o r ig nored things,
·hours . We took turn s ca rin g for
Sam and caring for each other.
and my paren ts stop pe d
My father took Sam for his last
working, drove a hu ndred miles,
car ride. My mother told Sam.
and got the house in shape. We
"Diddle diddle dumpling , my son
hod strong and conflicting needs.
John went to bed with his
I wanted to phone a few close
stockings on ." while Som laughed
friends to tell them how
and pulled off his socks, Wendy
unreasonable Dave . was being
raced up ·and down the hall
about not having ice cream in the
playing ambulance and
house · and Wendy was being
shouting. "Emergency, emerabout refusing her bath. I
gency." Living w.o s strained, but
wanted to say to another mother,
"This is a time of awe and of
we were not immobilized around
anguish. I don't know what will
a hospital bed .
happen next or how long it will
How you will get through a
lost
or what I will do." Dave
death in the family depends
wanted to , cut the phone lines
partly on how you face it. Our
with a butcher knife, because an
problem was to enjoy each
obnoxious acquaintance kept
moment of Sam's life, while
calling like a circling raven . We
knowing that death would come.
were hurting , so 'we hurt each
As we cared and cried together,
other.
Beneath the fog we knew
we saw clearly that this boy
that
the
tension couldn't last. At
needed to die . Seeing this,
the
end
we
were close.
knowing _ this., accepting this
Wendy
had
become very
changed my reation to his death,
independent
during
the last
I grew ready also.
year. When I was at the hospital
Our hematology team - Roe,
overnight, we set the alarm and
our doctor, Kathy and Sylvia our
she got on the school bus on time.
nurses, and Carole, our counselor
We appreciated her independ- had been training me for death
ence, but we could not expect it
for almost two years. When Roe
or count on it. I had no energy to
diagnosed Sammy's illness he
deal with demands for a
said, "Leukemia is a potentially
different flavor of cereal and no
fatal disease, but have hope."
emotional
resources to handle
On bad days they waited until I
her anger toward Sam. Two days
c-0uld control my voice. On good
before Sam died, all our
days we ate very sticky buns and
attention and concern were on
shared the important develophim. It was time for Wendy to
ments in our lives: a dream of
leave
with my parents.
soiling into a freer life or a rotten
Staying
at home to die is a
Valentine's Day without an ounce
c;hoice
that
opens up mcrny
of chocolate. Because they were
possibilities.
Watching dying
·honest about the limits of living
allows
us
to
realize
firmly if not
with leukemia. I trusted them
gently what must happen. Sam's
when it was time to talk about
obvious need to . die became
dying Roe told us gently and
more important than my desire
simply. "The drugs have stopped
for him to live.
working. If he bleeds, pushing
Finally there was nothing to do
platelets may not be able to stop
but wait, while Sammy gasped. It
it. If he develops an infection,
takes a long time to die . My body
antibiotics would be useless. We
provided diarrhea as a diversion .
- can g ive you pain killers to keep
I
sketched Dave curled around
him comfortable." It would have
Sam
as they both slept. I read . I
been easier for them not to adm it
wrote
. I waited .
that Sammy ;.va s dying and
I
was
afraid of the physical
continue transfusions. Instead
they gave us the chance to face cont'd on page 7
Sammy's dying .
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NOTE SERVICE
NOTABLES
and physiology test (and referred
to a ski tri p fo llowing the test).
The note service of th e cl ass of
To ski or not to ski, tha t is the
'83 ho s provid ed a va luable
q uestion :
service to the fr esh me n me dical
Wh ether tis nob le r fo r the mind
students,. as it ha s to ma ny before
to su ff er the slings and a rrows
them . In ad d it ion to th e
of o utra geo us anatomy Or to
information co ntai ned in the
take up skis against a ca d a ve r
scribed lectures, t he notes have,
of trouble s, a nd b y opposing
By Paul~avis
at va rious tim es, -conveyed
" Go to Heave n" is the
f~rget them . To ski .. . To ski,
me~s age s of good - sp irits, dee ighteenth a lb um the Grotef:ul
pe rchan ce to dream . . . ·
pression, thoughtfu l, and humor. /
Dead hove prod uced as a ba nd .
As the amount of materials
Some of the more memorable
The record is we ll conceived, the
continued to pile up, Andy curtin
jokes,- quotes, and expressions
_ comforted us with the follow ing
music polishe d and wel l
follow.
messo-ge. "Hong tough, but if
produced, but something is
"In '83 we;ll all be free," wrote
missing . It is difficult to find fault
you're not getting passing grades
Corl Shanholtz at the end of a
don't worry, Dr. Mackowiak soys
with a bond like the Dead,
bi o chemistry I e ct u re ·in
there are _positions opening up
Democratic Committeeman Bryan Gamble, JMC '82
perhaps the most end ~i,J)g of
September. Dr. Zeiger (the only
American Bands and the most
for these guys who squirt wax '
faculty member to contribute to
cult-like. However, though I' ·
and polish the floors all · day
this section of the notes)
generally enjoyed the album, I
outside the lecture halls."
countered with, "The truth will set
hod to glance at the cover
Gerry Hurowitz borrowed a
us free (after the final exam)."
several times to convin'ci!t myself it
quote from Elmer Fudd to express
Dove Lehmann explained the
was Jerry, Bob and the boy's
his feelings about physiology,
true mea~ing of life to the class.
"Whatta we · gonna do Mista
making this mtJsic.
"Life is DNA's method of
Wabbit, whotta we gonna do?!"
It seems
the Dead feel the
reproducing itself," he wrote. ·
Soul Helfing introduced us to a . By Andrew Curtin and
need
to
stretch
beyond the
member policy Committee has ·
Ted Daley warned us,
new language, tunology,
simplistic musico1 boundaries
Martin Getzow
the final soy in presenting
"Medical students who keep nose
including definitions of such terms
It is election year '80 and -the
their fans hove adored for years .
candidates for city council as well
to grindstone end up with flat
as tuna casserole, frozen tuna,
Nowhere is this more obvious
boisterous arena of · big city
as making other policy decisions
face ." Another gem from Ted
and freeze-dried tuna . He also
than in Bob Weir's music. The
politics has opened to include a
for the Word.
(following a lipid metabolism
lent us some of his own
three songs he wrote to John
Jeffersonian. One of Orlowitz
Y~u might ask how a busy
lecture)' was this poem:
p,hilosophy, "Medicine is like a
Barlow's lyrics ore among the
Hall's finest, Bryan Gamble, JMC · second year medical student can
I hope you like these here class
fraternity, anatomy and
most innovative the Dead hove
'82, has been elected to a two find the time to serve the
notes, cause what he said is
physicology is the pledge period
year post as a Democratic community, sit on ·committees, · ever done . "Saint of
what I , wrote . I hope you'll
with hell ·week included, but the
Committeeman in Pete Comil's · and work for the Democratic Circumstance," a soft-rock
agree that I work real hard, to
final exam is the ini'tiation. '. '
number, is the best Weir-Barlow
5th ward. During the April party on top of all o(the --other
tell this class about metabolizDiane Rascoe provided us with
Democratic Primary Bryon was demands on his time. Well, it song on a Dead album since
ing lard. So I suggest, because
"Estimated Prophet."
a useful quote from a tea bog, "A
chosen from an unusally large
seems that Gamble has been
lard makes you wide, that this
good memory is one trained to
The "new" Dead sound is
field of seven candidates by going non-stop for as long as he
class get off its ass, and lipforget the trivia.!"
reinforced by singer/ songwriterI
voters in this division, which can remember. While squeezing
class get off its ass, and
With the end of anatomy and
includes the Orlowitz and Martin ~o degrees into four years at keyboardist Brent Mydlord, who
lipolyze! ·
physiology came spring break,
residences, continues west to 13th Penn State. Gamble was also joined the band lost year. The
Rick Boyoles gave the doss
and then neuroanatomy. Lorry
street, and south to Spruce street. squeezing bunts down the third two Mydlord so~gs the bond
plenty of confidence before the
Brenner summarized vocation
State Rep. Samuel Rappaport base line for the baseball team. recorded are nice little tunes, but
biochemistry final with this
week.
approached the Jefferson ·While a major league tryout and belong on a Doobie Brothers
message, "Do you hove any
"How sweet it is to do nothing
Student Council in January offer from the Cincinnati Reds album. Mydlord's voice bears a
questions or confusion concerning
all day long, and after having
looking for a candidate "with a _ hove highlighted Bryon's sports startling resemblance to Mike
information in material from the
done so, to rest."
good head on his shoulders" to career, the committee~on is also McDonald's, and the rhythms of
three previous exams? Coll DialZiggy told us the true meaning
serve the local health community. quite fond of his memories as an "Far From Me" sound like "What
A-Proyer!"
of medical school. "Jefferson is
a Fool Believe;" this is very
The representative~ felt that a
actor doing summer stock offAnd then along come anatomy
just a Stanley _Kaplan course for
student would be able to add Broodwoy. As Gamble soys, "you irksome on a Dead album, The
and physiology . .. "Why does
the National Boards," he noted.
input concerning both hospital can always make the time to do other Mydlord song -however,
life hove to be so complicated?"
A lecture on the vestibular
"Easy to love you," is saved by
care problems and student needs things and do them well."
asked Rodger Sayre. Howie
system p rompted this little poem
John Barlow's slick lyrics. The
in the area , · Bryan Gamble
Although th'is native of a "New
Fugate entertained us with some
from Ken Hill:
decided that he fit the bill, and York Suburb" Trumball , songs are definitely top forty
-anatomical puns including, "I
I threw a cot into space, it fell
that now was the time to start Conneticut is now to Big City material.
don't hove the vogus!"
But "Dead Heads" take heart,
to earth on its face. T'wos its
helping Jefferson.
Politics, G-amble feels that he is a
Rich Freemon's memorable
for at times I was certain it was
nose it landed upon. 'Cause I'd
While he has been in office for
political realist who will remain
contibution to the note service
hemisected it's pons."
only a month, Gamble hos made true to his conservative political indeed a Dead album, especially
was printed before on anatomy
This article, of course could go
great inroads towards ideals. Some of the real problems ' on the two Garcia-Hunter tracks
on endlessly for there are
maintaining on effective position the committeeman has already "Alabama Get Away" and
numerous other noteworthy
·in the large Democratic machine. started to work on are getting "Althea ." On "Althea" lyricist
sayings within _the class notes
Robert Hunter, the High Priest of
In fact, -Rep . Rappaport has
people registered and voting in
unfortunately, -it is time to stop
the quixotic love affa ir, trots out
cont'd from page 6
informed the Ariel that Gamble is
his division, and working on the
looking at the end of the notes
yet another memo ra ble female
agony of dying. Sam's death was
a top candidate for a seat on the
trash problem building up on
and start looking through them!
amazingly similar to his own
character along the lines of
policy committee on the 5th
Chancellor Street.
However, no story on the note
"Bertha"
and "s ugoree ."
birth. He lo.o ked as if he were in
Words by virtue of his hard work
Gamble believes strongly that
service could be complete without
Garcia's
guitar
(noticobly
labor. He seemed to know that he
and -common sense. The 13
students should feel free to
those two infamous lines
curtailed elsewhere) is at its best,
· had a difficult and important job
contact Representatives
contained at the end of nearly
dancing in and out of rhythm
and he worked hard to
Rappaport· about raising the
every lecture .. . Sorry about the
guitarist Bob Weir's flowing
accomplish it. The moment he
limits of PHEAA Health Loans to
typos, there was no correction
chords. "Alabama" is the best
died. Sammy looked at us and we
students. In fact, . Gamble
rocking i.ong on the album.
shored his triumph. His death was
fluid~'-------welcomes all Jeffersonians to
Projecting
the feeling of the old
a miracle, because it robbed
by Carl· Shanholtz
contact him or the RepresentaSan Francisco Dead, it proves
death of its terror and it mode the
The Jewish -Medical Society
tive about any problems with city,
that when they choose, the band
nature of death childishly clear.
helped anchor the curve on the
state, or federal government. He
can sound like th~mselves.
His spirit was free. At home we cont'd from page 2
second neurosciences quiz with a
would love to help, and the Ariel
The Grateful Dead ore an
could make Sammy's dying as programs begin following a one- cas'e of Michelob and ten pounds
salutes him for the job he has set
yeor
flexible
internship
and
ore
not
instituti
on, and after the
special as the red gos balloon
out to tackle.
included in the 0.590 that chose of hambu~gers and hot dogs at Q
seventeen
records that come
that we floated above his bed. borbeque the day before. The
(Committeeman) Bryan
before
this
one,
if is doubtful that
·We miss Som. Wendy says, Ophthalmology Programs. Dr.
Mockowiac speculated that the event was the closing affair for
Gamble
the band will rose any die hard
"Mom, our family is too small."
mixture of med_icine and surgery one both the J,MS and the
Apt. #1613 Orlowitz Bldg.
"Dead Heads." While the music is
We pass _o boby in a stroller and finds in ophthalmology, comPhiladelphia Center for Jewish
923-6135
pleasant, the new sound does not
she soys, "Don't you wish that bined with a reasonable working
Graduate Students. And so we
create the almost mystical mood
were Som and we could take him schedule and high financial
bring to a dose a very successful
State Rep.
1
Samu e
of the Dead ot their best, and I
home with us? " We miss Sammy, compensation relative to other
year for the JMS. Stay tuned f~r
Rappaport
doubt it wilJ ; win them any
but he had a full life· and a specialties, may . be drawing
details of our brunch tn
2000 S. Juniper St.
converts:
triumphant death.
people to this area_.
September.
735-3325

by ·Ellen Feldman

The "New" Dead·

Medicine & Politics
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Student Council Corner

Money For
Medicine

Goodbye Smallpox!
Assembly

meet ing

on May 8,

1980 , th e t ot a l erad ication of

working together in a common
cause

may

further

human

By Debbie Carter
The status of financial aid for
current

p rogress.''

and

future

Pennsylvan ia

lead to a constitutiona l change
next year .
There

committee. The process by which
these

representatives

R~presentatives .

This will be discussed and poss ibly

Recently, repres.entatives from
the freshman class were selec.ted
to serve on the student-faculty

have demonstrated how nations
During t he 33rd World Healt h

Student Council

By Ron Brockman

which

were

are

five

have three

committees
r ep resenta-' -

medical students is being decided

chosen is out lined in the by-laws

t ives, a sophomore , jun ior, and a .

proclaimed in the presence of

smallpox was recorded on 26

right

d elegate s

t he

Octobe r 1977 in Merka , Somalia .

Recently,

of the ·Student C:ouncil Charter .
All those interested in a

will

Organization's Member States.
The As s~ -b ly in a r eso lution

The Commission called for an

position w ~r e asked to attend a

seniors. The committees and their

general

with a student re p resentative on

representatives are as follows :
Animal
Re sources and

the com'!littee. At this meeting, a .

Supporting

br ie f descriptioh of the committee

Ruth/ John

smallpox

The

from the g lobe was

declared

of

148

sole mn ly

~o rld an d

of

" that

t he

all its p eople have won

last

case

of · endem ic

now

on

the

state

Kenneth

R.

Executive

Director

end to compulsory vacci nation o f

Pennsylvan ia

Higher

popu lation aga inst smallpox ahd

Assistance

Agency

with

Pennsylvania

to

re g ul at i ons

requiring

the

level.
Reeher ,

of

the

Education

(PHEAA),

met

Med ical

information

senior. The freshmen just selected

meeti ng

replace

the

graduating

Facil ities , Sk ibber

Corey

'81 ,

M ike

at

School dea ns. He asked for the ir

w as a most d ev astating d isea se

fr o ntie rs. If t he Assemb ly supports

support t owards a b ill introduced

sweeping

its recomm e ndation s, w hich will

last June t hat would provi de fo r

que stion and an swer peri od.

be co nside red by Com m ittee A of

loa ns o f u p to $1 0 ,000 a year a total

The n ext step was an inforv iew by

Admissions - Bruce Ha rt ' 8 1,

freedom from sm allpox, w hich

thr ou g h

in

epid em ic

form

many

co untries

since

v a c ci na tio n

c e rtif i cates

- was

followed

by

an

Bre slow ' 82 , Dan Ha imowitz '83.

op en

death,

th e Assemb ly ea rly next wee k, it is

of $50,000 . Th ese loa ns ·can b e

t he Fres hman Student Cou nCil

John Law lis '82, Lizan ri e Piercy

blindness and disfigurement in its

expected th at m o st na tions will

procur ed

Represe ntatives . The g oal o f this

'83; Alu mni - Andrea Jordan '81,

rapi d ly phase o ut their sm a llpox

pathic,

a g o was rampant in Africa , Asia

vaccination

pha r macy, a nd o ther publ ic hea lt h

and

Global Commission in its report

stud ents. The r ate of interest on

b e st jo b r epre se nting their class.

Smith '81, Alex Levine ' 8 2 , '83

warned that smallpo x vaccina-

these loans woul d not be known until

The people selected then went on

undecid ed;

tion was no long er req uired by 68

the costs of the bonds had been

to a second interview by a panel

Steve Ga d o ms ki '81, Paul Zo rch

countries

determi ne d . The pro jected interest

of five. This panel consi sted of

'82, Lyn n Murphy 183.

ra te is that it would be one third less

two Freshma n Stude nt Co uncil

t han th e f e deral rate.

Represe nta tives, tw o u p p ercla ss-

earli est

ti mes,

lea ving

wake and which only a decade
South

Ame r ica ,"

a nd

expressed "deep gratitude to all
natio ns

and

individuals

who

con tri b uted to the success of this
noble a nd historic endeavo r."

seven

The re so lution said it wish ed to
c a ll

"t h is

unp r e ce ~ent e d

achievement in the h istory

of

require ments.

or

territo ries.

cou ntrie s

still

The

Only

req uired

vaccinatio n cert ificat es a t their
frontiers.
cease

When

ro utine

a ll

countries

vaccination

of

Th is

by

a llopathic,

den tal ,

p ro posed

vet erin a ry,

chan g e

supplemen t

t he

bank

program

loan

osteo-

would

state-guaranteed
a lread y

in

interview

wa s to

choose

Cla ud ia

the

man

w ho

now

serve

on

Vice-President

of

'82,

Greg

The

Student

Promo tion s

A ffa irs

-

Committee

only ha s two stud ents represe nta -

t he

tive s, a junior and a se nior. D ian e

st u de nt-facu lty committee, and
the

Grov es

Mazanek '83; Curriculum - John

cand idates t hey felt w o uld do the

' Gillum '81

and Lori Palos ' 82

serve on this comm ittee.

Student

p ublic heal t h to th e attentio n o f

p o pulation s,

a ll nation s, which t heir collect iv e

effect while th e bo nd insurance will

Council. By an interview process,

Any questions, p r oblems, or

action hav e fre ed man kind of th is

world's nations are estimated at
US$ 1 Billio n (1 tho usa nd million )

keep PHEAA spo nsored loans out of

this panel chose who they felt

suggestions that a student has in

ancient scourge and , in so doing ,

a year .

t he di recf lending operation, which

would

savi ngs

for

.

the

is di r ectly influenced by tight money
cont'd on page 1O
.

DELCREST
Medical Products
and Service Co. ·
i

t ont'd from page

Physicians Equipment and Supplies
Special Student Discounts
Distributors for

• Burdick
• Welch·Allyn

• Tycos
• Propper

Special Discounts With This Ad
'•

$32.50 List Aneroid
r~
Blood Pressure - No-Pin Stop
$24.50

Center City Branch
1109 Walnut St. 923-1791
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5
Sat. 10-2
Visa Master Charge American Express
Accepted

job. The

relat ion to the above committe es

fairness of this process is being

sh ould ', be address ed to the ir

questioned

student re'presentatives.

do

the
by

best
the

Freshmen .

The Medical Derby

't

of

questions .

Betting

one's

still possible to succeed with an

memory

pushing the odds,

emphasis on learning concepts

especially when t he a mount of

and , since themes are recurrent

mat e ria l seems always- to surpa ss
eve n our storage cap acities. We
soon learn by what is little more

and our a ssociati o n cortex puts
co mputers to sh a me, this appea rs

is

tomorrow's
on

test

awesome odds. Fortunately it is

estimation

than mental displacement, which

to be the better wager.
Thus, the race is transformed

w e can b etter preserve life by
secu ri ng an understanding o f t he
(jving . The. rnyriad of texts and
always p~ rmit a

journa ls will

thorough revi ew of any fac et of
medicine when we are called on
to utilize such in for mation . . But
more often, w~ wi\\ be c.ori~e~ ned ·with general health- of our

_;,, hi~h is in f lu e nced by ·

. is possibly the most sev.e re abuse

into a ma rathon, and alth,augh

p atients

o f o ur p ot ential. Multiply th is by

the payoff becomes more distant,

t he psyche as well as the v irus. Let

t he " d isuse atrop hy" t hdt'd igests

a w ise system of wagers should

us not become so fascina ted w ith

any info r m_9tion tha t does reach

reap the reward of becoming

t he f eatures of the pa ra site t hat

our long term memo ry, and one
must adm it --the presence of

better physid ans. By rear ranging

we

o ur educatory values somewhat,

specialities we choose help us to
cope

fo resake
with

the

~ussmnnn @pticn~ C!Tn.
Prescription Opticians
• Soft Contact Leris Spedialists •
Discount with Jeff 1.0.

726 Chestnut St.

WA2-3090

The

the intricacies and

complexities ' of
b i o l ogical

host.

a

factory ,

diverse
but

as

p hysicians our interactions with
the patient must transcend the
components

and . focu s on the

individual. Somewhere within the
starting

gate

or

our

medical

curriculum are the true w inners. I
only hope that we wager wisely
and share in the celebration of
w in ning successful careers .

Which way to turn?
Ever stop to think how an -eventual Professional Corporation, Tax-Sheltered
Annuity, or Keogh Plan should be taken-into account inyour planning now? As
specialists in this area, we have.

Turn to us.

Why not call Jon Corle for a free descriptive booklet, Professional Association
Consulting Services. Inc. - 3 Penn Center Plaza. Philadelph ia , Pennsylvania
.19102 - Phone: (215) 568-5230.
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Celebration At
Jeff

MENU OF THE MONTH

cont'd from page 1
Tl-ie s~pporting cast was well
chosen , all had stong voices and,
at times, their · harmonie)
sounded

.professional.

The

choreography was adequate
· with a few stiff spots; howe ~ er,
the nature of the show required
some intricate work. Many of the
, obsticles

were

overcome

with

originality and ingenuity to mal<e
the choreog~aphy as a whole
more memorable than the few

A 'superb Italian ~ish that
will _ have _ your guests
wondering
which
master
c'hef was your mentor.
Having made the di sh m yself
I can 'assure you that its preparatfon ii, reall y rather
simple.
May I take the liberty of
suggestin g that a good white
wine and t ossed salad will
roundout th e meal nicely.

Cook the ground beef,
gar li c (chop ped) and finel y
diced onion in a large skill et
tJn til well done. Drain off
excess grease. Add tomatoe,
pa ste and 1 1/ 2 cans of wat e r.
Salsa di Sicilia
Stir in the re st_ of the
sea sonings and Sambu!:)co.
2 lb s. of ground beef
Simmer for a half an hour
1 18 oz . . can of ~o matoe
and serve on cooked
paste
macaroni or egg noodle s. _T he
clove of garJic (or % tsp
spaghetti sauces taste · better
garlic salt if made · the night before.
medium-sized onfon
This allows the flavorings to
l/2 tsp. of salt
mix well together. Thatsa
14 tsp. of pepper
Ttalian! Makes six servinp;s.

places where polish lacked.
Unfortunately, an ove rdis p lay of
flesh tended to detract a bit from
the performers individual

Potemkin (Jim D'Amour) rings in the New Year in
"Celebration"

In
previous years,
a
joint
ceremony has been held at the

hall, were concerned they would
not receive an adequate number

Academy of (v\usic combining tbe
gtaduates of the three schools .

of seating tickets to accommodate their relatives and friends

ceremonies

for

was

individual
made

should the medical and graduate

in

schools

response t<2 complaints of fourth
year medical students who,
because of the limited size of the
. Acco~ding to Ms. Catherine
Tomeo,

Secretary

to

and,

the

/

CAHS

graduations ·be held simultanously .
mean of ali~nating the . College
of Allied Health Sciences from the

the '

President, an adhoc committee
consisting of faculty, administra-

remainder

of

the

University's

commencement proceedings .
There existed, in other words, the

tors, and members of the Board

possibility

of Trustees was formed to study
the problem . Martin Carney, a
Ath year medical student and
former Student Council
P~esident, argued strongly on

of / injuring ' the

community spirit and ' unity of
~Herson University."
After a long and lengthy
discussion, the committee
decided to plan - separat(t

behalf of the medical students in -

ceremonies for the year, leaving

favor of separate graduations.
All parties were reluctant to

open th,e op(:?ortunity to revert
back to a combined ceremony in

abandon the Academy of Music

the

to find a larger alternative
location.
"It was a sensitive issue,"

attendance and other factors so

have

he~:m

from all the oolleges. We wish
you the best of luck in your future
endeavors in the health care
field.

might

miscontrued

as a

to

.The Nursing Class of 1980

·. ·:

·' t'

p~·

:

~--

...

,? .

y

i~~t;~~:ifj::·~Av·~· · · ·'
THE

synthesizer provided .an extra
dimension to the s.how's
orchestra, and Thatcher cleverly
, and masterfully incorporated this
into the music.
,
Celebration was an interesting
sho·w made entertaining by some
dedicated people. The story may

Free

. be
slightly~ -a12tiquoted and
different values may be more
important today, but - its

Put A Little
Color In Your
Printing

entertainment value was high,
and made even more enjoyable
by the knowledge · that the
performance was given by one's

on Monday ·
Red
on Tuesday
Green , on Wednesday
Brown on ThursdayBla9k Everyday

918 Walnut St ..925-585~

own classmates and collegues.

Mon.-Fri. 8:30-~:30

P. J. MORIARTY'S
1116 Wa.lnUt .Street

Quality Gourmet Burgers
and
meal size salads

·'congratulations

,p> ''.P .

after ,

?f a .-

/

Director of Student Affair, "be, cause
a decision
to hold
ceremonies

well executed number
another. The addition

future, · should this year's

indicate.
The Ariel extends congratula- _
tions to the graduates of 1980

stated William Thygeson, CAHS

individual

arrange-

the cast bu ilt one excitirig and

cont'd from page 1

decision

JMC '83,

ments were excellent and served
as a solid foundation from which

GRADUATION
·The

abilities, and from the plot its~lf .
' The music, by far, was the
,highlight of the show. Jeff
Thatcher's

2 bay leaves (broken in
)
hal ves)
1 tsp of Sambuco di Sicilia
(Ingham is)
· 1 tbsp of sugar or honey
(optional)

,.

DRAFT -BEER
I

Wide selection of

CLINIU SunE

~~_w~~W~®

C om f ort

the $hoe store

128 south 11th street
philadelphia, pa 19107
215 /923-1 774
_

Visa,-Ma11ter Charge, Buying Power Card Accepted

', {.

open 11 a.m. to 2;: a.m.

.

"--

\
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Phy_sio Questions
Effectiveness

.

Only

fo,rty

of

over
ha v e

230
bee n

returned as of mid May, and tne
Physiology Department expects
more b~fore the final count takes
place in early Ju-n e, stated Dr.
Leonard Rosenfeld, . coordinator
of the General Physiology course .
The qyestionnaire, part of the
physio19$JY department's annual
course evaluation, was drawn up '
by

departme_nt

chairman

Dr.'

It
deals with the sfudenh
evaluation of the course , the subsections of the cou~se, and the
professors who taught the various
subsections .

· Allan

-

Lefer and Rosenfeld.

Rosenfeld

expressed

his

concern . that as many questionnaires

sho1:1ld

be

ref.urned as

possible since the effeotiveness of

topic. The results are first seen by
the department chairman who
confers

with

individuals

emerge the decisions concerning
changed and how.final

note,

l

added that the department will

CLASS

accept questionnaires until the

OF

:

the

number

the

•

-

-

-

ARIEL STAFF

Toxicity in CD-1, C57 /B6 and

cont'd from page 4
. The duties of

Business

Barb Da°Vies and Martin Getzow.

cha ~ ge

forum in which research may be

a ,ccounting.

years ' meager

responses,

shared, an incentive of $100 for a

pa'tticipant in the Penn State -

back your questio·nnaire

first place entry and $25 for a
second place entry 'en.couraged

Jeff program, is responsible for

send

'80

todav! ·

922 Chestnut St.

view of the opinions of the class
as a whole:

Fresh
Confections
Nuts
Dried Fruit

Do .the responses make any
difference? Yes, says Rosenfeld,
a

. Phila. 19107WA 5-4159

Gourmet
Baskets and Gifts
for
Occasions

·all

Delicious
Cheeses
GotiJrmet
Teas and
Coffees

.

University

C_hairman of the Policy Cor:i mittee

Honorable Henry C. Messinger
Dlstrict 18
c/ o The .Senate Post Office
,
Chairman of the Minority Policy
Committee

Z&H-the uniform that makes you feel pretty.

/.

of

Pennsylvania ~nd

Honorable R. Budd Dwyer
District 50

members of the various 'c lubs and
stu d ent 9rganizations at
JeHerson to
su~m'tt · °"'~'-•
and/or input to the · Ariei. By
. having your officers appoint a

can be assured of having your
activities covered. Furthermore,

c/ o The Senate Post Office
All others' in care of The Post Office
Honorable J. Doyle Corman, Jr.
.-Districf 34
Honorable Stewart J. Greenleaf
District 12

all students are invited to submit
their opinions on · subjects
pertaining to either Jefferson or ·
any health - care field; these
opinions will be published in the
- "Letters to the Editors" column .

Honorable Rolph W . H~ss
District 28
Honorable Freemon Hankins
District 7 .
Honorable John D. Hopper
District 31
Honorable William J. Lincoln
District 31
Honorable William J.. Lincoln
District 32
Honorable Jeanette R. Riebmon
District 18

,

The

editorial

board

looks

forward to working with our staff
of writers and artists. You will be
seeing their bylines and their
artworks emphasizing that the
publication of the Ariel is a group
effort.
Finally, . the

new

editorial

board wishes to express its thanks _
to the Ariel editors of 1979-80 for
their! help during this transitioo
period. We commend you on a

NOWOPEN

Edward. A. Merckel Co.
Surgical .Supplies Since 1905

920 Walnut St.
Phlla., Pa. 19107
563-9346

Surgical and Physician
·Equipment and Supplies
I

.

.

Discount to Students
. I Ith & Sansom Sts., Philadelphia, PA. 19107
Open daily & Sat. 9-6; Wed. 9-8.

:. VISA &

Masterchar ~

accepted.

(215) 923-2431

. _,;. . . . . . . .,.,,""""""

corresponQant to the paper, you

job well done.

I

a

she is presently in the Jefferson R"'.
•
•
N : Program.
The editors encourage ~ the

Honorable Edward P. Zemprelli
District 45

We're"Z&H Uniforms, and we just opened on the corner
of I Ith & Sansom with a new fashion approach to
uniforms. Drop in to see beautiful designer styles from
Bare~>. White Swan. Whittenton, and mor~; great·
, looking duty shoes and accessories; 'everything for men
from Mr. Barco; and all the "fashions a student or
practicing professional needs'. ·

and .

Getzow,

Sciences editor, Joan Greco will
cont'd from pc:ige 8
add input from another
periods. lhe PHEAA fo,an proposal
important facet of-the Jefferson
appears to be in the best interest of
training programs. Although it
the students. At the present time
has been a. while since writing for
though, this senate bill, number 800,
her high school paper, she
to arnend the cu ~rent loan program
welcomes the recurrence with
is held up in the state senate. It was
pen-in-hand style. Greco will be
introduced on June 5, 1979 by
receiving
her
b~ccalaureate
Senators Messinger, Reibman,
degree in Business from Wharton
Dwyer, Zemprelli, Hankins, Hopper,
School
of
Business
at the
Corman, Hess, Lincoln, and

Senate Majority Leader

JUST AROUllD
THE•RllER _
FROll THE non
ll•Bl•lll'RE .
UlllFOIDIS Ill .
,- Pl lllADELPl.l lA!

finances

advertising ·and billing for the

Greenleaf /

.....

of

Ariel.
As the College of Allied Health

PHEAA

of

Dqlry

i~

-

divisions. In addition to offe_ring a

course

there ·

r

and

and want to mpke your voice

0

when

Metabolism

Isolated

count, a,s well as help to top last

planners a more repres entative

especially

. De~radation
in
cont'd on page 12

"-Distribution of Hepatitus B Virus

Penn State grad Davies is in

'82.

and a greater

g i ves

Richard B: Freeman, Jr., JMC
'82," Insulin Action, Bin.ding and

event varied from

research, there · are separate
graduate and "m edical student

June . So if you (my-gentle reader) .

responses received. That is, 140

response

format in .Alumni Hall. Entries in

are a member of the class of '83

k

opinions carry far more weight than only 40,

Synthesi.s and Function in Rat

Manager, are divided between

1

final c_
o unt takes place in early

improvements in the course is
to

G.

"RNA

DBA/2N Mice."
-..
Because of the unequal time
and
facilities' . available for·

the guestionhaire.s in leading to
related

'80,

Mammery Tumors," first place;

"Benzene

I

Joseph

JMC

highlighted in a poster session

Subtypes in a Dialysis Unit" to

TO .THE
Rosenfeld

division;

Sodraski,

graduate students' research was

this · year's

t , ON THE BOARDS

which parts of the course will be

a

:

'GOOD LUCK

course. From these conferences.

student

by Sigma Xi . Both medical and

WISHES ·

Th.ere

competition were, in the medical

' Student Research pay sponsored

ARIEL

professors about the responses , I •
concerning their section of the

As

April 30 was the sixth annual

THE

participate.

were five entries in each division.
The winners in this · year's

By Dave ·Von ·wagoner

_polarity of opinons on a given

then

I

students to

:

By Hugh Gelabert
question n a i.r es

RESEARCH AW ARDS
GIVEN
•

Division of Medic Aid Rents
H~me Health Care
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IM NEWS:
SPRINc;; SPORTS

TOPS IN
'' TENNIS.

Lots of action is planned for the
next few weekends leading to the
Sprin g is the ti me fo r flowe rs,
play-offs in June . Be su're to check
tr ees, and love ; but mo re
the
fall issue to see if Afternoon
importantly it is the sea son fo r IM
Del ite ca n con ti n ue their
softb a ll and volleyba ll. Both
dom ina nce a nd if Div. II can fi nish
sports are e n joying widespread
stud e nt involvem ent a s ma ny
the seaso n before our 'next issue
g oes to press.
fr eshmen come out of the ~lo set
a ft e r A & P ·
Th e volleyba ll sea son is now
In soft ba ll there are 16 team s
underway with 12 team s vying in
d ivided into 2 se ctions . Div. 1
2 di visions. Teams involved ore
(including Phi Delta Epsilon, Nu
Phi Alpha (1 ), (2), & (3); Nu Sigma
Si gma Nu , Alpha Kappa ,
Nu (1) & (2), Alpha Kappa (1) &
Afternoon Delite, Will's Eye , Eric's
(2), Bio Chem ., Prepsters, Bacc.
Independent, and Independent
Nu rsing, Moonlighters Non
U.N.) has seen a good deal of
Commital, and those illustratious
action so far this season . Since an
Jr. Birdmen . Although several
early season nipping of Alpha
games have been played to
Koppa 19 - 17, Afternoon Delite
date, reports on them are
has roiled to a 4 - 0 record. Alpha
sketchy, possible due to the
Koppa and Nu Sigma Nu, both 2
impact they might have on
- 1, have suffered their only loses
national security. The only games
at the hands of Afternoon Delite.
reported· thus far are: Nu Sigma
Trailing these are lndepende~t
Nu (A) def . Biochem. and Phi
U.N . (~ - 2)~ Phi Delta Epsilon(~ Alpha both by the score 2 - O; Phi
2), Eric's lndepende.nt (1 - 3), and
Alpha (3) def . Moonlighters and
in the cellar, Will's Eye (0 - 3).
Bacc. Nursing (both 2 - 0); Nu
In Div. II, not quite so much has
Sigma Nu (2) def. Prepsters 2 - 1
happened (possibly due . to
_and Bacc. Nursing 2 - O; and
Neurobeach). Most of the games
Alpha Kappa (2) def. Bocc.
have been postponed (several
Nursing 2 - 0. If any further results
members of the Div. II teams · ever become public information
recently seen marching around
Ariel readers will be the first to
City Hall celebrating April Fool's
see them .
Day · on May l'st with other
In other IM sports news: Keep
members of the Procrastinators
an eye out for the IM swim meet.
C\ub). In the· only games played
Coming soon to a pool near you.
Phi Delta Epsilon ·defeated

By Paul F. Mansfield

Ray McLaughlin of Jeff blocks Kevin '' Wissahicken" of Hershey ·

FRISBEE FllNGERS

By Beth .Squires
Down at Pier 30, the finals for
the MKM City Hosp ita l League
are underway. At stake is a large
t rophy and the · chance to
repre sent Ph iladelphia Hospitals
and a ssoci a ted schools in the
Notio nal Ch ampio nship on May
31st a nd June 1sf.
Two d ivision s, a day d ivisio n
and a night d ivisio n, ha ve been
ploying at Pie r 30 since Octobe r.
The top teams from both d ivisio ns
participated in elim ination playoffs that concluded last week wit h
the "Med-Techs" , a team
associated with Jefferson
Hospital and defending City
Chomps as well as lost year's
daytime chomps, and the
The top teams from both
divisions participated in
elimination playoffs that
concluded three weeks ago. The
"Med-Techs," a team associated
with Jefferson Hospital, are the
defending City Champs as well
as last year's daytime champs.
Entering the finals against them
are the "Halista Hurricanes," this

Hershey Nukes beware come
next fall.
"Ultimate Frisbee," a sport
Note: For those of you who
finding it's way on to many
may need to be enlightened,
college campuses, has landed at
ultimate frisbee involves seven
Jefferson Medical. College.
players on a team attempting to
Headed by seniors Rick Finegold
pass the frisbee across the
and Roy Mclanghlin, the Jefferopposing teams goal line into the
year's daytime champs. .Tha'
son team has grown to become
end zone. One may not run while
Halista Hurricanes, with manager
one of the better medical school
holding the frisbee yet one can
Scott H91ista (JMC '82), and
teams in the area. It is also qu ite
p i vot on on·e ·foot while
player's Lenny Gessner (JMC '83),
competitive with other colleges.
. . attempting to pass (as in basket·
Karen Holland (Jefferson
Jefferson · fell to Hershey on
b_all). If a pass Is not completed
Nursing), Larry - Lareau ('83),
Moy 10, for the second time this ·
(either by it being dropped by a
Gary Ott ('83), and Beth Squires
season . The "Nukes" had beaten
teammate or by deflection from
('83), took the first hard fought
an opposing team member) o
the Jefferson club at Hershey
match of the three match series
turnover has occured and the
earlier t~is season 21 - 20 in
for
the City Championship.
sudden death overtime. The
opposing team gains control.
This -year's National
Pio)' continues till goal is scored
Alplio. Kappa 20. 17, Radioloy ~*********'1t- rematch proved to be another
Championship i~ in Philadelphia
and then resumed by a "throwforfeited to Phi .Alpha and the Jr. 'ft'. S
h
t
.d
battle as . each team was
although previous years have
.d
.
o , you ave 0 spen t
motivated by the ·prospect of
off" (like a kick-off in football).
B1r men ( 1) come from m front to
,
been in Florida and California
summer ·in Ph"1·Ia d e Ip h'1a an d cant
- I · ·
th · I "P
I
Each goal cou'nts for one point.
lose to Alpha Kappa (B) 20 -13 .
.
.
h t ·d .
f
c a1mmg e tit e _ ennsy vania
(Oh well!). The Californ.ia team,
M.. imogme w a to 0 many ree
· Medical School Frisbee
Anyone intere_sted in finding
The Bir d men loss was a real 7' f 1me th a t m1g
· ht· s how up.? Wh y
as well as others from around the
Cha
· 11 H h
·
ff
out more about the sport is
ba f fler as they pulled their ace
t t k
h
.
h
II* ·
mp1on.
ers ey, coming o
country will be coming to play at
. h
(k
I
h *no a e a s ort trip to t e we
a narrow lose ·to P_ enn State,
welcome to contact Jeff Keenan
p1tc er
nown on y as t e
known Ph 1'Ia d e Ip h"1a M useum o
·
d
b
J ff.
Pier 30 for the National
or Howie Fugate via the Jeff Hall
Cowboy) in the 3rd inning while *Art (26 th and the Parkwa ?
recovere to eat e 19 - 16.
Championship. In any case,
leading 8 - 2. What followed was *
.
·,
. . y)
The game started to shouts of
mail boxes.
Philadelphia will be well repreAmong this summers exh1b1ts are* "No Nuk /1 f
t h J ff
a parade of relievers who trans·
es . rom e e erson
~ented ·by-'a Jefferson~te.om!
a collection of medical prints that* bench b t
ti t
formed the joy of victory into the
.
. .
u apparen y o no
agony of defeat.
*might be of specia l interest to* avail. Hershey got off to a fast
*Jefferson students and _faculty.
start a nd mounted a 1o _4 lead
*The Museum also offers several
by half-time. The Jefferson team
workshops for ad u lt s a nd * ca me on st rong ·in th e secon d
* ch ildren a s well 1as weekday
half ou t scoring
·
He rs h ey 12 - 9
~015 Chestnut St. Suite -103
classes, plays, films an _d lectures.
ye t coul d not era se the first hal f
(215) 925~ 8331
The Philadelph ia . and Rod in * def·1c1't . Th e f'1na I score o f 19· - 16
• PHYSIC IANS' SU PPLIES • DIAGNOSTICS
* Museums are open Wednesdo.y * reflected a stron g e ffo rt by both

a

he**·

**

.

By Howie Fugate _

*

*
CLASSIFIED *.
ADS
*

J•

**
·f*
*
*
* ,
,

~i;;:;;~;;~:rms

PERSON Al

Stu d e nts for psychoactive drug_study
wante d . Jo Ann Ext. 7972
.._-,,
!

B.W. - Seven months? ! f "love you.

• OFFICE DESIGNS

• LABORATORY

• DECORAT ING SERVICE • DISPOSABLES
• CONSTRUCTION

• FURNITURE

• FINANCING

• EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

•Special Student Discounts

• Participate in plasma researc h program
•. Established 45 years

Neuroti cs and borderline psychotics
inte reste d in fine arts. Ba rbara Ext.
7972

.

and should make the

Eam up to ,$1 00 per week

Fe ma les desiring positio n as tea ching .
assistant to a Maste r of Anatomy.
G e ne Ext. 7852

~

MOBILE MEDICAL SERVICES, INC.

Presently need persons recently Infected wHh
mononucleosis·, toxoplasmosls, rheumatoid ar·
thrills, lupus or other autoimmune disease. Al·
WCI)'$ need Rh antibodies and hemophlliac.s.

·American Diagnostic~ · Corp. ·
'. .
215-922-7810
.

K.N .

Wonted 'to buy: Robt. Klein's LP;
"Mind Over Motter" Som 928-1367

SUBLET

SALE

1 Bdrm in lux. Twnhse. 9th & Locust.
July - Aug . Rent negotiobl i 6291931 Howard .

House Sale by owner $89,900 Penn
Volley, Lower Merion. 649-4637

l bedrm apt. livrm, dinrm, den, kitch.
ht. inclu., $295+ N. Liberties 337·
3782

2 bdrm, kitch, liv. r'm., lg . rooms, ht.
inc., 345 + N. Liberties 337-3782

1109 Spruce. l bdrm, high ceiling,
hard wood fir, sunny, $225/ mo. Call
Lenny Moliver 925-2649
l bdrm opt avail. Coll Suzanne 9234587 . J uly 1. - Aug . 15 .. Rent
negotiable; a ir cond.
/

Microscope - binocular, Germon
optics, objectives - case - good
condition, reosonobl~: 642-1057

Miscellaneous
REWARD: $50 reward for finding
cameo ring lost in Jeff Hall, 2nd floor .
Sue Thornsley - 928-1618

• ; eoMPLETE HOME HEALTH

CA ~E

•

• OXYGEN

• COMMODES

• LP.P;B.

• WALKERS

• OXYGENATOR

• T.E.N.S.

• BEDS
• WHEEL CHAIRS

• ORTHOPEDIC
APPLIANCES

• WHIRLPOOL

~

TRACTION

(All Ass ignments Accepted)

Ariel
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Borbo rygmi's three season
ex istence,
bot h tea ms hod
battled to a score le ss ti e . It wa s
decided tha t two mo re hot and
humi d fifte e n mi nute overt ime
pe riods wo uld be played befo re
reso rt ing to a pe nalty sho t du e l to
d e cide a victor if it were still tie

..

...

·•

score. The next thirty minutes
eroded agile, tireless players into
anguished, dehydrated , muscle
cramped n'irutyrs . After the
exhaustive overtime pe riods, the
score was still nil to nil. Victory
would be decided by each team
taking five penalty shots on the
opponent' s goalie.

...
...
..• ·
..
."'
.-

....

......................................................................... ····.
.
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Stuart Singer reaching for the sky

SOCK IT TO 'EM

JEFFERSON
By s·t uart Singer
· . _ ~s Philadelphians aggregated
to South Broad Street on
SQturday, Moy 3 for the Avenue
of the Arts Festival, Jefferson's
· B-orborygmi Soccer Team
·travelled up Brood Street to play
their semifinal match against the
Osteopaths of PCOM at
Cheltenham
· Field.

Penn Whorton I.
PCOM hod finished in first
place during the regular season
with a 4-1-1 record and both
teams knew their chances to
capture the league championship Trophy depended on
winning the match. After ninety
grueling minutes of the most
competitive soccer playe<;I in the

May 30, 1980
Pezzi, John Lawlis , a nd Stuart
Singer (Soph .), and Ira Soloma n
in goal (Soph .).
W ha rton's tea m co nsisted of
primarily fo reign stud ents fr o m at
least five continents and the
contest between future domestic
doctors and foreign accountants
gave the soccer finals a cosmopo-

litan flair. The accountants drew
first blood by scoring early in the
fi rst half, but Craig "Ma rtin"
Palmer scored d urin g a goal
mou'th flurry to tie the game at 11. With the stiff fifteen knot
breeze in our faces, Jefferson
started the second half working
After the dust had cleared,
the boll well ori the ground .
' Jefferson's
ace goalie,
Ira
However, Wharton scored again
Soloman, had blocked two of
during on offensive onslaught.
PCOM's shots, let one th rough ,
Jeffe rson saw their best chance to
and watch ed two mo re miss the
tie th e g ame when Ma rk Ka hn
net comp lete ly, w hile Jeffe rson
we a v ed the ball around
hod converted o n all fi ve penalty
W h a rton's d ef e nse and
shots to beat PCOM 5; l ofter
unleashed a shot t hat deflecte d
double overtime. Go~s were . off the left upright across the
scored by freshman J im Ritter
goal mouth to skim off the other
and Cr(Jig Palmer, Sophomore
upright and trickle away from the
Chris Pezzi, Junior Al Stiner, and
goal. N e v er the l ess , th e
Micro Professo r To-m Ma cDona ld .
Borborygm i continued to fight
After the ~ard fought victory, the
and displayed some great team
·Borborygmi relaxed and
soccer. But the final whistle blew
and marked the end ·of the
celebrated their impressive win
Spring Soccer Season. Wifh the
over the previously first ranked
club and cherished their ascent
final score 2-1 , Wharton I took the
into finals, held on the following
Championship match from a
determined Jefferson squad who
day.
Refreshingly sunny, breezy
thus fin ished the season in second
climes greeted the maroon men at
place.
Northeast High School Field as
Another party followed the
they prepared to challenge Penn
game, this time qt Hahnemann
Wharton I for the League title.
Jefferson fielded its strongest
tea~ consisting of strikers Hank
Plecther (Fr.), Paul Doghramji,
Tom Whetzel, Mitch
Rivitz
(Soph.), Al Stiner (Jr.), and Tom
MacDonald, Ph.D.; halfbacks
Mark Kahn, Jim Ritter, Craig
Palmer (Fr.); and defense John
Sutyak (Fr.), Rex Antonozzi, Chris

Med ical College, w here t he
t rophy was a ward e d. This wa s
th e seco nd consective season
wh e re Jefferson has finished in
second place and I feel that next
fall we con become League
Champions. I would lik'e to thank
Jefferson Commons and
especially Brenda Peterson for
sponsoring

the

Jefferson

Borborygmi Soccer Club. I would
also like to thank the players who
I. enjoyed organizing into a
championsh ip level team.

SIGMI XI
cont' d from page 10
H epatocytes from Contro l,
Fasted, Streptozotocin Diabetic
and Old e r, Sponta neously Obe se
· Rats," seco nd . p lace. In th e
graduate student division: Da vid
0. Will i ams, Ph ys iol o gy ,
"lncorporatiori of Exogenous ATP .
into Myocardial Cell ATP," first
p l a c e ; Chen-Tun g Ye n ,
Phy si o l ogy , " P hy s iol ogi q 1/
Properties of Neurons in the
Caudel Rophe Nuclei," second
place. Judging was done by a
pane l of faculty from all
disciplines.
Following the poster session
there was a speaker from the
NJH discussing the future funding
of research, that followed by a
wine and cheese party at which
the winners were announced.
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